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ABSTRACT
In this paper we introduce IKen, a platform for image retrieval
enhanced by semantic annotations. The paper discusses work in
progress and reports the current state of IKen. This comprises the
functionalities for annotating photos with an underlying ontology,
search features based on these annotations and the development of
the domain ontology used for annotation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 Information Search and Retrieval; H.3.5 Online Information
Services

General Terms
Algorithms, Management, Human Factors.

Keywords
Semantic indexing, semantic search, information retrieval,
ontology, image retrieval, knowledge representation, semantic
application

1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we present our approach on how ontologies can
support annotation and search in a photo collection. Recently,
folksonomies have established themselves as popular means for
indexing large document collections, with Flickr being the most
popular example for social tagging in photo collections. Yet, usergenerated annotations cause some problems regarding inconsistent
vocabularies, varieties of synonyms, spelling variants,
misspellings, language variants etc. [1]. In the long run, the usercentric approach of social tagging will have to be combined with
richer semantics of ontologies.
Aims of IKen are: a) to provide a usable application which makes
benefits of ontologies visible for internet users; b) to enable easily
usable functionalities for ontology-based photo annotations; c) to
allow browsing a document collection based on domain
semantics.
The IKen system was designed to enable users, who are not
experts in knowledge engineering and ontology modelling, to
apply semantic annotations and make use of semantic information
retrieval in image collections. As a first use case it focuses on
applications in the tourism sector. Public relations and advertising
agencies in this industry as well as travel organizations should be
enabled to search for available photos. This mainly effects the
choice of the images included in the database and the ontology in
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use; the underlying principles can be applied to other and lessspecified domains as well.
Related work has been done in the field of semantic image
retrieval, e.g. [2], [3], [4]. Broadly related are studies in contentbased image retrieval (CBIR) [5], covering e.g. automatic pattern
recognition and object recognition, which may be combined with
semantic image retrieval [6], [7].

2. SEMANTIC CONTENT ANNOTATION
Semantic content annotation is the basis for semantic content
retrieval. Annotating (or indexing) is the process of adding
content-descriptive keywords to documents – in this case to
photos. If no underlying vocabulary is provided (as in social
tagging systems), the semantics of keywords, their meanings and
connections, are not represented. An ontology can capture these
semantics, for example words that have the same meaning
(synonyms), concepts that are parts of others (meronymy, part-ofrelation), subconcepts (hyponymy, is-a-relation) or various selfdefined relations (e.g. is_located_in, has_colour).
In IKen the concept interrelations defined in the underlying
ontology can be exploited through the annotation user interface.
Seperated fields have been created for the annotation of the
location where the image has been taken and for emotional
impressions. The main field captures the content-descriptive
annotations. In a first step, concepts can be added to a photo by
entering a word – the system will look for a matching ontology
concept and add this to the photo. This matching process uses the
rdfs:label assertions in the ontology which also include synonyms
and spelling variants. If no matching concept is found, the
annotation term is added as a simple tag (in a future version these
unrelated tags can be used as suggestions for new ontology
concepts). In a next step, details for this concept can be displayed
and the annotation may be refined. For example, the concept
“bus” has been entered. One may now choose the “details” button
to see how this concept is related to other aspects in the ontology,
for example that it is a kind of vehicle. Clicking on „refine“ opens
the option to directly specify the nature of the concept bus – in
this case one may choose to specify the “color” as being “red”.

3. SEMANTIC CONTENT SEARCH
Semantic Image Retrieval promises more precise search for
documents than retrieval based on non-semantic keywords or full
texts. In traditional keywords based systems searching for “blue
car”, would retrieve all images somehow labeled with “blue” as
well as with “car” (e.g. including a picture of a blue bicycle next
to a red car). Yet, an underlying ontology can capture the fact that

blue is a color which may be a property for several objects such as
cars. Thus, an ontology-based retrieval system like IKen can
select only those pictures, for which the annotation concept “car”
has been specified with the color property “blue”. To make use of
the semantic annotations for precise document retrieval in the
IKen user interface, search terms can be added in the same way as
annotation concepts. A user may enter several search terms
(which will again by replaced by corresponding ontology
concepts) and may refine each of them with the available
properties. Details regarding the interrelations to other aspects can
be shown for every concept. This may offer suggestions for
manual query reformulation and refinement.

4. THE IKen ONTOLOGY
The IKen Ontology has been formalized in OWL Lite. It was
developed from scratch to exactly fit into the new system. The
ontology comprises three main types of concepts: a) geographical
concepts like <Country>, <City> and <District> as well as
<Street>, <Building> and <Park>; b) concepts that directly relate
to objects visible in the pictures like <Building>, <Vehicle>,
<Clothing> or <Animal>; c) others are used to capture the sets of
individuals that can be used as values of property axioms that
themselves define attributes of the visual objects – examples are:
<Colour> and <FacialExpression>.
During the first test runs with our system we discovered that
trying to describe every visual object in the picture in detail is
neither a feasible nor a desirable approach. We had to decide
which kind of objects should be described in which detail. For the
current version we identified the concept <Person> as being most
important for the IKen application. It has the direct subclasses
<Adult>, <Adolescent> and <Child> which in turn have further
subclasses. Persons can be described using several object
properties like <wearsClothing>, <hasHairColour> and
<holdsInHand>.
The annotations of a photo are stored using instances of the
concept <Photo>. For each photo one instance of <Photo> is
created. Annotations belonging to a photo are asserted using the
object property <hasAnnotation> with its sub properties
<hasGeographicalSpaceAnnotation>, <hasEmotionAnnotation>
and <hasCategoryAnnotation> which all have <Photo> as their
domain. The property <hasGeographicalSpaceAnnotation> is
functional and has the concept <GeographicalSpace> as its range.
It is used to unambigously identify where a certain photo has been
taken. With <hasEmotionAnnotation> general emotional features
of a photo – like <Peace> or <Romantic> - can be added to the
description. Likewise <hasCategoryAnnotation> is used to assert
the photo to certain related categories like <Nature>, <Sports> or
<Culture>. <hasCategoryAnnotation> assertions are automatically
added to the photos using SWRL rules like the following:
Photo(?x) ∧ hasAnnotation(?x,
hasCategoryAnnotation(?x, Nature)

?y)

∧

Plant(?y)

→

This rule encodes the following: If x is an instance of <Photo>
and x has an annotation of type <Plant> than x gets a
<hasCategoryAnnotation> assertion with the instance <Nature>
as value.

Metrics of the IKen ontology (25nd of July): 360 concepts/classes,
70 object properties, 6 datatype properties, 222 intial instances
and 8 SWRL rules.

5. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
First test runs with a small set of reference users showed that
ontology supported image annotation and retrieval can
significantly improve user experience. To empirically support
these first results, tests to provide the evaluation of precision,
recall and usability are currently prepared.
Terms used for photo annotations that cannot be mapped to the
ontology constitute a valuable resource for ontology extension.
Therefore future work on the IKen system will include
functionalities to incorporate unrelated tags into the used
ontology.
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